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Hansel and Gretel
Most guides to puppetry assume elaborate set-ups. With library staffing and
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budgets stretched thin and other curricular commitments for teachers, few have
the time or resources to develop full-blown puppet performances. Frey provides a
puppet alternative to enrich story times, book talks and other library events for
children of all ages.

Hansel and Gretel
The Moose That Roared
For those of us who love The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show, these names conjure up
memories of some of the wittiest, most inspired, and relentlessly hilarious halfhours of animation ever produced. There was a kind of gleeful magic to the shows,
a cumulative joy that transcended the crude animation and occasionally muddy
sound, and it's this quality that was the essence of the legendary Jay Ward and Bill
Scott. Jay Ward was the magnificent visionary, the outrageous showman who
lobbied Washington for statehood for Moosylvania, and invited the press to a picnic
on the floor of the Plaza Hotel's august Grand Ballroom. Bill Scott was the genial,
brilliant head writer, coproducer, and all-purpose creative whirlwind, often
described as the "soul" of the shows. In fact, Scott even provided the voices for
most of the star characters, giving life to Bullwinkle J. Moose, Mr. Peabody, Dudley
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Do-Right, and George of the Jungle. From their tiny, oddball animation studio, Jay
Ward Productions, they created some of the most memorable animation of all time,
and gave birth to a family of characters whose undying popularity has cast them
forever into the pop culture firmament. With their distinctively unorthodox, artistfriendly philosophy, Ward and Scott attracted some of the most talented writers
and voice actors in the industry, and for a time, Jay Ward Productions was a kind of
Camelot of cartoons. Now, through exclusive interviews with Bill Scott, Tiffany
Ward, June Foray, and dozens of others intimately involved with the Ward epoch,
as well as access to original scripts, artwork, story notes, letters, and memos, Keith
Scott has created the definitive history of Jay Ward Productions, including episode
guides and voice credits for all the Jay Ward cartoons. From the first "Hey Rocky,
watch me pull a rabbit out of a hat!" to the last "Watch out for that tree!", The
Moose That Roared is not only the record of a legendary chapter in animation
history, but also the story of a rare and magical relationship between two artists
who were wildly, exuberantly ahead of their time, and the fascinating story of the
struggle to bring their vision of bad puns and talking animals to unforgettable life.

Clever Maids
ÿHansel & Gretel: A Fairy Tale with a Down Syndrome Twistÿis an enchanting tale
about how kindness overcomes callousness and leads to a wondrous reward. This
adaptation of the classic Grimms' tale includes the wicked witch and the poor
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siblings in search of food, but in this case, five-year-old Hansel is a mischievous,
yet courageous, boy with Down syndrome. Young readers will learn that: Children
with Down syndrome are capable and can achieve extraordinary success with
determination.An act of kindness can transform people and the world.Treating
people like family can create a miracle.People cannot be judged by appearance; a
princess or a hero can be hidden within.Facing a challenge can lead to unimagined
rewards. "I love that this book addresses not only the low expectations that society
has of kids with Down syndrome but that the Mother has as well. What a gifted
author to see past the diagnosis and tell a magical story of potential and belief!"
--Nancy Gianni, Founder & Gigi's Mom,ÿGiGi's Playhouse: Down Syndrome
Achievement Centers "I find that Jewel Kat's message that someone?s disability is
not what makes a person, a great one. I like how she portrayed Hansel. He
reminded me of my nephew who had Down syndrome?not only someone who was
kind but also very smart. I believe it?s a great book for every kid to read." --Janet
McNevin, Museum of disABILITY History "Hansel shines as a courageous boy with
incredible determination despite his challenges and succeeds in changing his
family's circumstances. This story would help young readers look beyond
disabilities and focus on the characters of those who have special needs. Claudia's
breathtaking illustrations take this beloved tale to a whole new level. A must read
for children of all ages." ??Shaila Abdullah, author,ÿMy Friend Suhana: A Story of
Friendship and Cerebral Palsy Book #5 in the Fairy Ability Tales Series Juvenile
Fiction: Social Issues - Special Needs
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The True Story of Hansel and Gretel
When they are left in the woods by their parents, two children find their way home
despite an encounter with a wicked witch.

Trust Me, Hansel and Gretel Are Sweet!
Hansel and Gretel and the Haunted Hut
As Hansel and Gretel are abandoned in the forest at two different times by their
mean stepmother, they are forced to think fast about how to get themselves back
home. 24pp.

Hansel and Gretel in One Act
Films and Other Materials for Projection
The (Almost) Totally True Story of Hansel and Gretel
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Hansel and Gretel and Other Stories
Improve the self-confidence of reluctant and struggling readers using 10 fairy tales
rewritten as readersÕ theater scripts! Every script can become an entire class
production by using the group readings, or the scripts can be used successfully
with small groups. Reading levels are provided for every story character and the
group readings, allowing you to assign roles according to your students individual
reading abilities. Includes prop and costume suggestions, activities, and a resource
guide. Supports NCTE standards. --Download the sound effects audio files. --Key
Education products are intended to engage and educate young and special
learners, as well as assist teachers in building a strong and developmentally
appropriate curriculum for these children. The product line--comprised of
teacher/parent resource books, photographic learning cards, and other activityand game-oriented materials--is designed to assist in ÒUnlocking the Potential in
Every Child.Ó

The Tailor of Gloucester
"Holka Polka" by D. M. Larson is a play for kids of all ages. Join a good little witch
named Brenda who sets out to save Fairy Tale Land with the help of the Big Bad
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Wolf and Cinderella. This a Fairy Tale Mystery that puts a new twist on some
famous fables such as Humpty Dumpty, Pinocchio, Little Red Riding Hood, The
Wizard of Oz and Hansel and Gretel. The includes 6+ female actors, 2+ male
actors and 11+ of either gender with optional extras. This scripts includes the
following original monologues for kids: "Good Deeds and Stuff" "The Big Bad Wolf"
"Perfectly Ugly" "Humpty Dumpty Private Egg Hard Boiled Detective"

The Nutrition Show
Maggie has discovered a kobold—a creature similar to a house brownie but with an
evil bent. Her grandfather trapped a particular kobold thirty years ago to keep it
away from Maggie’s father, but the creature has escaped and is out to punish
Maggie's family. Narrowly escaping the creature in her house, Maggie and
Hasenpfeffer head to Mr. McGuire’s Magic Repair Shop to repair the spell and end
up in a tricky spot thanks to Milo the Magnificent. Milo may still be trapped in the
magice mirror, but he's trying to get out, and in the kobold he may have found
someone to help him--even if that includes kidnapping Fiona and Mr. McGuire! Can
Maggie foil Milo's plans, stop the kobold, rescue her friends, and escape the mirror
maze? Or will she be stuck inside forever?

Hansel and Gretel
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That's the way the cookie crumbles! Yum! Our magic mirror has dropped me and
my brother, Jonah, into the story of Hansel and Gretel. If we're lucky, we may even
get to taste the cake-house But we didn't count on accidentally getting trapped.
The real Hansel and Gretel are on the run, and Jonah and I have taken their place.
And the witch is making a kid casserole for dinner Now we have to: - Avoid being
eaten - Pretend our dog is a cat - Learn to make kale smoothies - Befriend a talking
duck Or we may never make it back to our home sweet home!

Scripts and Sketches
Now you can enjoy easy access to first-rate material from established theatre, TV
and radio playwrights and be confident that it's just right for school use. Key
features Short enough for use in a single lesson or literacy hour, for reading or for
performance Exposes students to a wide range of genres and styles from
established theatre, TV and radio playwrights Helps students to explore a wide
range of dramatic forms and issues, including citizenship Includes follow-up
activities to develop students' reading, writing, speaking and listening skills.

Hansel and Gretel
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Hansel and Gretel
This eBook version of Grimm's Fairy Tales presents the full text of this literary
classic.

The Bad Children
Perform this script about what really happened between Hansel and Gretel and
Esmerelda the witch.

Once Upon a Crime
Index to 35mm Educational Filmstrips
With a house made of gingerbread, the witch HAD to be sweet, right? Your readers
can judge for themselves when the witch tells them HER side of the classic fairy
tale. A delicious way to spark conversations about perspective and support
Common Core standards.

Hansel and Gretel
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Playbook.

Center in on Music
Hansel and Gretel--Reader's Theater Script & Fluency Lesson
Pity poor Streptococcus - it should be a piece of cake for a fairy godmother to tell
the story of Snow White but her wand is bent and things aren't going quite as they
should. Then, to make things worse, she's interrupted by a couple of English
policemen who are hot on the trail of two very devious and dangerous criminals children who are causing no end of trouble in the forest. Their names? Hansel and
Gretel! Streptococcus doesn't believe a word of it and neither do a well-behaved
pair of kiddies in the audience who volunteer to help her tell Hansel and Gretel's
familiar tale. But before everyone lives happily ever after, the police insist on
having their say and the well-behaved kiddies aren't happy about that at all Since
there are lots of parts (10 for girls, 5 for boys, and 10 for either), everyone gets a
role and since a single forest set is all that's needed for this 60 minute show, it's
easy to produce. This is a great fun twist on the familiar, favorite tale.

Master of Mirrors
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Beatrix Potter's Classic Children's Stories in beautiful eBook editions A poor tailor
needs help from his animal friends to finish an elaborate coat that will transform
his fortunes. The Tailor of Gloucester by Beatrix Potter is part of the Xist Publishing
Beatrix Potter collection. Each eBook has been specially formatted with full-screen,
full-color illustrations and the original, charming text.

National Union Catalog
WHAT IT IS: This fun and hilarious musical play helps you teach the standards while
bringing your classroom to life! Easy-to-do play comes with script, audio CD, and
teacher's guide. NO music or drama experience is required -- you don't have to
sing or play a note! Go big and perform on stage, keep it simple with a classroom
performance, or simply do reader's theater in class. No fancy sets, costumes, or
performance spaces are needed, so it's all up to you! Flexible casting for 8-40
students and permission to edit the script and songs make it easy to tailor the play
to the needs of your class and community. Your purchase of one copy per teacher
includes permission to photocopy the script for students. /// WHAT IT TEACHES:
"The Nutrition Show: Hansel and Gretel Eat Right" threads nutrition, exercise, and
hygiene lessons throughout this fun version of a familiar tale. Hansel and Gretel
leave home because they don't like the food their parents provideit's way too
healthy! So they head for the forest in search of junk food. On the way they meet a
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variety of creatures who attempt to teach them important lessons about eating
and exercise choices. 25 minutes; grades K-3. /// WHAT IT DOES: "The Nutrition
Show" is a great complement to your curriculum resources in health and nutrition.
And, like all Bad Wolf Press plays, this show can be used to improve reading
comprehension, vocabulary, performance and speaking skills, class camaraderie
and teamwork, and school engagement and parental involvement -- all while
enabling students to be part of a truly fun and creative experience they will never
forget!

Planet Tad
Twelve-year-old Tad is a blogger with a plan, in the book Jon Stewart calls
"hilarious to anyone who ever went through, is currently in, might go to, or flunked
out of middle school." Tad has an agenda: Survive seventh grade. He also wants
to: grow a mustache, get girls to notice him, and do a kickflip on his skateboard.
But those are not the main reasons he started a blog. Tad just has a lot of
important thoughts he wants to share with the world, like: Here is the first thing I
have learned about having a dog in your house: Don't feed them nachos. Not ever.
This highly illustrated and hilarious book is by the Emmy® Award-winning former
head writer of The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, and is based on a column in MAD
Magazine. Through a series of daily entries, readers are treated to a year in Tad's
blog that will leave them in stitches. MAD Magazine and all related characters and
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elements are trademarks of and © E.C. Publications. (s14)

Hansel & Gretel (School edition)
Hansel and Gretel are lost in the woods, when they discover a house made of
gingerbread! but when they start eating, a wicked old witch opens the door

Hansel and Gretel
Poor Hansel and Gretel, cast out on their own by a wicked stepmother. You may
think you know how the story ends, but think again!

Beanie and the Bamboozling Book Machine
A poignant and suspenseful retelling of a classic fairy tale set in a war-torn world In
the last months of the Nazi occupation of Poland, two children are left by their
father and stepmother to find safety in a dense forest. Because their real names
will reveal their Jewishness, they are renamed "Hansel" and "Gretel." They wander
in the woods until they are taken in by Magda, an eccentric and stubborn old
woman called "witch" by the nearby villagers. Magda is determined to save them,
even as a German officer arrives in the village with his own plans for the children.
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Louise Murphy’s haunting novel of journey and survival, of redemption and
memory, powerfully depicts how war is experienced by families and especially by
children. "Lyrical, haunting, unforgettable." —Kirkus Reviews "No reader who picks
up this inspiring novel will put it down until the final pages, in which redemption is
not a fairy tale ending but a heartening message of hope." —Publishers Weekly
From the Trade Paperback edition.

Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs
Most people know the stories of Snow White and Sleeping Beauty, but very few
know that behind the Brothers Grimm and their fairy tales stood a network of
sisters-and mothers, neighbors, and female friends. In this intimate history, Valerie
Paradiz tells the real story of the greatest literary collaboration of the nineteenth
century, and gives the long-lost narrators of these beloved tales their due. Jacob
and Wilhelm Grimm were major German intellects of their time, contemporaries of
both Goethe and Schiller. But as Paradiz reveals here, the romantic image of the
two brothers traveling the countryside, transcribing tales told to them by peasants,
is far from the truth. More than half of the tales the Grimm brothers collected were
contributed by women friends from the upper classes. Set against the backdrop of
the Napoleonic wars and the high years of German romanticism, Clever Maids
chronicles this most fascinating enterprise in literary history, and illuminates the
ways the Grimm tales-with their mythic portrayals of courage, sacrifice, and
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betrayal-still resonate so powerfully today.

Hansel and Gretel
When Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm published their Children's and Household Tales in
1812, followed by a second volume in 1815, they had no idea that such stories as
"Rapunzel," "Hansel and Gretel," and "Cinderella" would become the most
celebrated in the world. From "The Frog King" to "The Golden Key," wondrous
worlds unfold--heroes and heroines are rewarded, weaker animals triumph over the
strong, and simple bumpkins prove themselves not so simple after all. A delight to
read, The Original Folk and Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm presents these
peerless stories to a whole new generation of readers. Includes vintage illustration!

The Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales
A hugely entertaining and riotous re-telling of a classic fairy tale from one of the
most original and funny voices in children's books today. Have you ever heard the
story of Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs? Yes, you heard right - DINOSAURS.
Once upon a time, there were three hungry dinosaurs: Papa Dinosaur, Mama
Dinosaur and a Dinosaur who happened to be visiting from Norway. Of course. One
day, purely on a whim, they decided to tidy up their house nice and neat, make
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their beds up all cosy and comfortable, prepare delicious hot chocolate pudding of
varying temperatures, place their chairs just so, and go SOMEWHERE ELSE. Let's
be clear, they were definitely NOT setting up a trap for some succulent, poorly
supervised little girl called Goldilocks who may wander by ahem.

One-person Puppetry Streamlined and Simplified
Hansel and Gretel
This reader's theater script builds fluency through oral reading. The creative script
captures students' interest, so they will want to practice and perform. Included is a
fluency lesson and approximate reading levels for the script roles.

Holka Polka
Presents a graphic novel version of the story of two children who outwit an evil
witch who traps them with her gingerbread house.

Hansel and Gretel
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Hansel and Gretel, E Script with Site Licence to Copy
Grimm's Fairy Tales
Times are tough for the family in the wood They’d eat like kings if they only could
But hunger gnaws – famine stalks the land Something quite wicked has the upper
hand! Poor mother and father must do “what is best” And Hansel and Gretel will be
put to the test! Armed with their very last slice of bread Will they eat to survive or
leave a trail home instead? This version of Hansel & Gretel has been specially
prepared for those studying the play for GCSE Drama. It features notes for
teachers and students by Anthony Banks, theatre director and former Associate
Director for National Theatre Learning.

Sugar and Spice (Whatever After #10)
Fairy Tale ReadersÕ Theater, Grades 2 - 6
Did Goldilocks wilfully trespass and destroy the property of the three bears? What
crime did the wolf commit against the three little pigs, and is the wolf obligated to
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repair the pigs’ homes? Was Peter Pan guilty of kidnapping? In Once Upon a Crime,
students use familiar stories to experience what it is like to investigate a crime
scene, uncover important facts, weave together an argument supported with
evidence and witnesses, and present their findings in a trial that simulates a court
hearing. They also learn about other ways of resolving conflict, such as mediation,
negotiation, and restorative justice processes. Through these activities, children
engage in critical thinking, hone their literacy skills, and learn about the role law
plays in their lives and their rights and responsibilities as citizens. This book offers
step-by-step instructions for conducting mock trials based on fairy tales and other
multicultural stories. Five complete trial scripts are included for classroom use.
Also included are ideas for adapting contemporary stories into civil and criminal
trials, and mediation and negotiation activities. Once Upon a Crime complements
the authors’ previous book, Let’s Talk About Law in Elementary School, which helps
teachers integrate law-related ideas and pedagogical approaches into social
studies, language arts, and science.
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